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Abstract: With the long-standing tension between experiment and Standard-Model (SM)
prediction in the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon aµ recently reaffirmed by the
Fermilab experiment, the crucial question becomes which other observables could be sen-
sitive to the underlying physics beyond the SM to which aµ may be pointing. While from
the effective field theory (EFT) point of view no direct correlations exist, this changes in
specific new physics models. In particular, in the case of explanations involving heavy new
particles above the electroweak (EW) scale with chiral enhancement, which are preferred
to evade exclusion limits from direct searches, correlations with other observables sensitive
to EW symmetry breaking are expected. Such scenarios can be classified according to the
SU(2)L representations and the hypercharges of the new particles. We match the resulting
class of models with heavy new scalars and fermions onto SMEFT and study the resulting
correlations with h → µµ and Z → µµ decays, where, via SU(2)L symmetry, the latter
process is related to Z → νν and modified W -µ-ν couplings.
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1 Introduction
The recent release of Run 1 data of the Fermilab Muon g−2 experiment [1–4] confirms the
previous measurement at Brookhaven National Laboratory [5], leading to a new combined
world average of
aexpµ = 116 592 061(41)× 10−11, (1.1)
which differs from the SM theory prediction [6–33]1
aSMµ = 116 591 810(43)× 10−11 (1.2)
by 4.2σ. If this tension indeed signals physics beyond the SM (BSM), the most pressing
challenge becomes unraveling its nature. Given that the difference ∆aµ = aexpµ − aSMµ =
251(59)×10−11 is even larger than the EW contribution, aEWµ = 153.6(1.0)×10−11 [9, 10],
any BSM explanation with new particles needs to invoke some enhancement mechanism.
A promising class of solutions achieves this by avoiding a SM-like scaling aBSMµ ∝ m2µ, with
the chirality flip originating from a large coupling to the SM Higgs instead of the small
muon Yukawa coupling in the SM. This chiral enhancement allows for viable solutions for
particle masses up to tens of TeV [49–55].
Explicit models that realize this mechanism include the minimal supersymmetric SM
(MSSM), where the enhancement factor is provided by tan β [56–58], taking values around


















R Ψ,Φ ΦL,ΨL ΦE ,ΨE φ ` e
SU(2)L
121 1 2 1
2 2 1
212 2 1 2
323 3 2 3
232 2 3 2





Table 1. Charge assignments and representations under SU(2)L×U(1)Y for the SM fields and the
different new particles.
50 [59, 60] in the case of top-bottom Yukawa coupling unification. For universal supersym-
metry breaking mechanisms the LHC bounds on the supersymmetric partners are already
so stringent that this enhancement [61–63] is insufficient to explain aµ, but less minimal sce-
narios can still work [64]. Next, leptoquark (LQ) models can even display an enhancement
factor of mt/mµ ≈ 1700 [65–73], allowing for a TeV-scale explanation with perturbative
couplings that evades direct LHC searches and might even explain the other anomalies
pointing towards lepton flavor universality violation. Other models in which chiral en-
hancement may be present include composite or extra-dimensional models [74–76], models
with two Higgs doublets [77–80], or Z ′ models with τµ couplings [81, 82].
In this work, we study the question which correlations exist with other processes,
specifically h → µµ and Z → µµ decays, if indeed such a BSM scenario with chiral
enhancement is realized. For this purpose, we consider a class of models with new scalars
and fermions that display the minimal features to implement the chiral enhancement,
allowing for a wide range of SU(2)L representations and hypercharges. As a first step we
match these models onto the relevant set of dimension-6 effective operators in SMEFT [83,
84], based on which correlations have been pointed out in refs. [85–87]. However, this
assumes that only a single or a few Wilson coefficient are non-zero at the matching scale,
while if the full set of possible initial conditions is taken into account, the size of the
SMEFT parameter space is not reduced. The identification of correlations beyond SMEFT
relations originating from SU(2)L invariance is only possible with additional assumptions,
such as implemented in simplified models.
In order to achieve chiral enhancement in aµ with new particles in the loop, at least
three fields (two scalars and one fermion or two fermions and one scalar) are needed, some
of which, as, e.g., in LQ models, can be taken from the SM. As a first step, we will classify
the possible representations of three new fields under SU(2)L × U(1)Y and perform the
matching onto the relevant SMEFT operators. This allow us to identify the correlations

















R 121 212 323 232
ξeφ 1 −1 5 5






ξEeW 0 12 −2
1
2































Table 2. Representation-dependent SU(2)L factors ξ entering the matching calculation.
2 Simplified models and EFT analysis
There are two classes of models that display chiral enhancement for aµ: (I) two scalars
ΦL,E and one fermion Ψ and (II) two fermions ΨL,E and one scalar Φ.2 We define the
Lagrangians in these two cases as
LI = λIL ¯̀ΨΦL + λIE ēΨΦE +AΦ
†
LΦEφ,
LII = λIIL ¯̀ΨLΦ + λIIE ēΨEΦ + κ Ψ̄LΨEφ, (2.1)
where `, e, and φ are the lepton doublet, singlet, and Higgs field of the SM (throughout,
we follow the notation of ref. [84]). The conventions for the SM particles and the SU(2)L
quantum numbers and hypercharges Y are given in table 1. We consider the four combina-
tions of SU(2)L representations (R) up-to-and-including triplets (see also ref. [96]), while
the hypercharge assignment can be parameterized in terms of a general variable X. The
details of the SU(2)L contractions in the various cases are spelled out in eq. (B.1). We
further assume a Z2 symmetry to avoid mixing with SM fields, which could generate tree-
level effects in h→ µµ and Z → µµ that are at least strongly disfavored [54, 70, 97–101].3
Moreover, aµ is only generated at loop level, further motivating the study of loop effects
in h→ µµ and Z → µµ as well.
2Similar simplified setups have also been considered in the context of b → s`+`− [88–90] and radiative
muon mass models [91–94]. Note that also new fermion and vector particles can display chiral enhancement.
However, massive vectors are not renormalizable without a Higgs mechanism, so that the effects in h→ µµ
and Z → µµ cannot be calculated in a simplified setup, see also ref. [95]. Our analysis covers the LQ models
S1 and S2 in case II with R = 121 and 212, respectively, and upon identifying ΨL = tL, ΨE = tR, and κ = Yt.















































Figure 1. Diagrams contributing to the matching of the simplified models onto the SMEFT
operators (2.2). The first line is relevant for Qeφ, the second for QeB , QeW , and the third for Q(1)φ` ,
Q
(3)
φ` (the diagrams for Qφe follow from ` → e and L ↔ E). In the third and fourth diagram the
gauge boson is understood to couple at all possible places, while the gray blob in the fifth diagram
denotes the full tree-level scalar QED amplitude. Note that after SU(2)L breaking the second and
fifth diagram only contribute to on-shell decays but not to effective h, W , and Z couplings at zero
momentum transfer.
The effective operators in the SMEFT Lagrangian that directly generate (g − 2)µ,
h→ µµ, Z → µµ, νν, and W → µν (after EW symmetry breaking) are [84]




















and the relevant diagrams that contribute to the matching are shown in figure 1, which













































































































































while the result for general masses is given in eq. (B.2). The representation-dependent
SU(2)L factors ξ are collected in table 2, and the quartic Higgs couplings is defined by
λH = M2H/v2 (with the vev normalization v ∼ 246GeV). In terms of these coefficients
the modifications to the observables are as given in appendix A. Note that we performed
an on-shell matching. This means that after EW symmetry breaking the λH terms in the
first two Wilson coefficients and the g2 and g′2 terms in the last six ones only contribute to
physical W , Z, and Higgs decays but are absent in effective couplings at zero momentum
transfer. In principle one could now apply the renormalization group evolution within
SMEFT [87, 104, 105] down to the EW scale. However, as we assume TeV-scale new
physics, this effect turns out to be small. Furthermore, even the evolution of the magnetic
operator from the EW scale to the muon scale only amounts to a reduction of ≈ 6% [106],
which we include in our analysis.
3 Phenomenology and correlations
After EW symmetry breaking the operators and the associated Wilson coefficients derived





































































hypercharge X (left), and for fixed X = −1/2, but with variable mass parameters xL,E = M2L,E/M2Ψ
(right). In both cases regions in parameter space where the modification stays below 1% are marked
in blue, those with coupling |A/M | > 3 in red. The mass parameter is set to M = 1TeV, and the
central value of ∆aµ has been assumed.
3.1 (g − 2)µ
















2(X + 1),−(2X + 1), 2(3X + 1), 6X + 7
}
, (3.1)
for case I and II, respectively, where the brackets give the hypercharge factors for the
representations R (in the same order as in table 2). For some hypercharges ∆aµ thus
vanishes in the equal-mass limit, in which case the full expressions from eq. (B.2) show
that the cancellation is lifted by mass effects. The chiral enhancement is reflected by the fact
that v enters multiplied by a free parameter (possibly of order one) not related to the muon
Yukawa coupling. We stress that the phase of the coupling is not determined, and while we
will concentrate on the real part in this paper, which interferes with the SM contribution,
it is this phase δ that would generate a muon electric dipole moment (EDM) dµ [54], see
also refs. [107–110]. For tan δ = O(1), the resulting |dµ| ∼ 10−22e cm could be measured
with the proposed muon EDM experiment at PSI using the frozen-spin technique [111].
3.2 Correlations with h→ µµ
We express the modification to the h→ µµ decay rate as
Br[h→ µµ]
Br[h→ µµ]|SM






































































Figure 3. Modification of gµA (left) and g
µ
V (right) for R = 232 in case II, as a function of λIIE and
λIIL for fixed hypercharge X = 0. In both cases regions in parameter space where the modification
stays below 10−5 are marked in blue, those with coupling |κ| > 3 in red.
With ξeB and ξeφ having the same sign in all cases, it then follows from eq. (2.3) that the
effect in h→ µµ cannot be canceled between the two terms (for equal masses). In fact, in
case I the effect for R = 121, 323, 232 (R = 212) is necessarily destructive (constructive)
and vice versa for case II. Furthermore, the contribution originating from λH is completely
determined by the effect in ∆aµ. However, it turns out to be numerically small, in general
below 1%, and thus beyond the reach of future colliders (with current measurements of the
branching fraction relative to the SM at 1.2(6) [100] and 1.2(4) [101]).
Nonetheless, larger effects can occur when both terms are included, but then a de-





determined from the central value of ∆aµ), arises. For equal masses the biggest modification
occurs for small λI in the vicinity of the hypercharge for which ∆aµ vanishes, and the effects
for the representations R = 121, 212 in general exceed those for R = 323, 232. We also show
an example for a case in which the mass difference betweenML,E andMΨ lifts the cancella-
tion in ∆aµ, which can also lead to sizable effects within reach of future e+e− colliders [112–
115], while percent-level precision would require the FCC-hh [116]. While the guaranteed ef-
fect in h→ µµ is thus small, there are regions in parameter space in which a deviation from
the SM could be detected, and thus allow one to distinguish between different scenarios.
3.3 Correlations with Z → µµ
For Z → µµ the correlation with (g − 2)µ is less direct, as the left- and right-handed
couplings λE,L appear separately in the contributions from Cφe and C
(1),(3)
φ` , see eq. (A.6).4
4Note that the modification of the off-shell W -µ-ν coupling implied by SU(2)L symmetry also leads to
a shift in the Fermi constant determined from muon decay, which enters the global EW fit. Even though


















With the product Re [λIIL(λIIE)∗κ] (or Re [λIL(λIE)∗A]) determined from ∆aµ, the relative size
of λE,L thus matters. In particular, if there is a relative sign between the left- and right-
handed contributions, with coefficients of similar size, the effect in Z → µµ is minimized
for λE ∼ λL, an example for which is shown in figure 3 (for R = 232 in case II with X = 0).
Here, the vector coupling gµV displays this behavior for small λIIE,L before the interplay with
the |κ|2 term becomes relevant, while for the axial-vector coupling gµA both contributions
enter with the same sign. Overall, there are regions in parameter space in which the effect
is suppressed below the level of 10−5, but we do find large areas that can be probed by
future colliders. In general, we find that the effects are larger for R = 323, 232 than for
R = 121, 212, contrary to h→ µµ.
The current limits for the Z → µµ couplings are [97, 98]
∆gµA = −0.1(5.4)× 10
−4 [∆g`A = −0.4(5.6)× 10−4],
∆gµV = 3.2(23.0)× 10
−4 [∆g`V = −8.1(8.8)× 10−4], (3.3)
where in brackets we show for comparison the precision when flavor-universal couplings
are assumed. Neither constraint is visible in figure 3, which emphasizes the importance
of future experiments, promising improvements by two orders of magnitude [112–115], to
constrain the relevant parameter space.
3.4 Implications from SU(2)L symmetry
The operators C(1),(3)φ` also induce modifications in Z → νν and W → `ν, with the latter
solely generated by C(3)φ` . In the case of Z → νν the current constraints are [97, 98, 117]
∆gνµ = 0.2(1.7)× 10−2 [∆gν` = 7.6(7.6)× 10−4], (3.4)
where the number in brackets gives the flavor-universal limit. Especially when concentrat-
ing on νµ, it is therefore clear that the Z → νν channel is less constraining than Z → µµ.
In view of the typical size of the corrections found for h → µµ and Z → µµ, the
apparent violation of CKM unitarity [118–121] cannot be explained by our modified off-
shell W -µ-ν couplings, for which significantly larger effects are needed [99, 122–126]. In
particular, the only remaining contribution to C(3)φ` , the one involving |κ|2 or |A|2, either
vanishes or is negative, due to the coefficient ξ(3)φ` , while alleviating the CKM-unitarity
tension requires εµµ > 0.
4 Conclusions and outlook
In this article we discussed explanations of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon
in terms of BSM physics with heavy, TeV-scale new scalars and fermions. As the deviation
from the SM prediction of ∆aµ = 251(59)×10−11 is of the order of the EW contribution, an
enhancement factor is necessary to account for it. Such a mechanism can be provided if the
BSM theory involves couplings to the SM Higgs that are much larger than the muon Yukawa
coupling. For this chiral enhancement, in a generic model with new scalars and fermions,




































Table 3. Possible hypercharges for each representation that could lead to a dark matter candidate.
fermion (case I) or two new fermions and one new scalar (case II), are necessary, see table 1.
In addition, in order to avoid prohibitively large tree-level effects in Z or Higgs decays, we
assumed that our model possesses an additional Z2 symmetry. For the hypercharges listed
in table 3 electrically neutral states exist among the various components of the SU(2)L
representations, which could at the same time provide viable dark matter candidates.
Within this setup we performed the matching onto SMEFT (within unbroken SU(2)L)
for all operators involving two muons, which even for general hypercharges, masses, and
different SU(2)L representations can be written in a surprisingly compact form. In addition
to the loop functions, which reduce to simple numerical factors in the limit of equal masses,
the resulting Wilson coefficients, see eq. (2.3), differ between cases I and II, as well as
factors resulting from the SU(2)L representations, see table 2, covering a wide range of
BSM scenarios that display chiral enhancement in (g − 2)µ.
The Wilson coefficients are then related to (g − 2)µ, Z → µµ, h → µµ, and give rise
to modified W -µ-ν couplings, as we studied in our phenomenological analysis. Imposing
∆aµ on the parameters, we find that (for equal masses) R = 121, 323, 232 (R = 121, 323,
232) predict a constructive (destructive) effect in h→ µµ for case I and vice versa for case
II, see figure 2 for an exemplary case. For Z → µµ the correlations in addition depend
on the ratio of left- and right-handed couplings, see figure 3 for the two typical patterns
that emerge depending on the relative sign of the left- and right-handed contributions. In
both h→ µµ and Z → µµ the effects lie below the current experimental precision, in line
with the inherent loop suppression, but depending on SU(2)L representation, hypercharge,
and couplings are expected to be at a level observable by a future e+e− collider [112–115]
and the FCC-hh [116] in Z → µµ and h → µµ, respectively. The interplay with precision
flavor physics at future colliders would thus allow one to derive valuable hints regarding
the nature of BSM physics that may be hidden in (g− 2)µ and can be used to enhance the
physics case for such machines.
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A Master formulae
The Higgs decay rate is given by Ceφ






























































































































































εµµ = v2C(3)φ` . (A.6)
B Simplified models and matching relations
The different SU(2)L representations are implemented according to




L121II = λIIL ¯̀aΦΨaL + λIIE ēΨEΦ + κ Ψ̄aLΨEφa,





L212II = λIIL ¯̀aΨLΦa + λIIE ē(iτ2ΨE)aΦa + κ Ψ̄L(iτ2φ)
aΨaE ,
L323I = λIL ¯̀a(τ ·Ψ)abΦ
b
L + λIE ēΨαΦαE +AΦ
a†
L (τ · ΦE)abφ
b,
L323II = λIIL ¯̀a(τ · Φ)abΨ
b
L + λIIE ēΨαEΦα + κ Ψ̄aL(τ ·ΨE)abφ
b,
L232I = λIL ¯̀a(τ · ΦL)abΨ





L232II = λIIL ¯̀a(τ ·ΨL)abΦ









































































ξeB fφe(xL, xE) + g′2Yφ
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|κ|2ξeB gφe(xL, xE) + g′2Yφ
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φ` fφe(xL, xE) + g
′2Yφ
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|κ|2ξ(1)φ` gφe(xL, xE) + g
′2Yφ
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with representation-dependent factors ξ given in table 2, xL,E = M2L,E/M2Ψ and xL,E =
M2L,E/M
2
Φ for cases I and II, respectively, and loop functions
feφ(x, y) =
x+ y − 2
(x− 1)(y − 1)(x− y)2 +
(x+ y − 2x2) log x
(x− 1)2(x− y)3 −
(x+ y − 2y2) log y
(y − 1)2(x− y)3 ,
geφ(x, y) = −
2(x+ y − 2xy)




















x+ y − 2xy
(x− 1)(y − 1)(x− y)2 +
x(x2 + (x− 2)y) log x
(x− 1)2(x− y)3
− y(y
2 + (y − 2)x) log y







(x− 1)(y − 1) +
x2 log x
(x− 1)2(x− y) −
y2 log y





















x+ y − xy −√xy
(x− 1)(y − 1)(
√
x−√y)2 +





y(y + (y − 2)√xy) log y









x(y − 2) + y
(x− 1)2(y − 1)(x− y) −
x(x− 2y + x2) log x
(x− 1)3(x− y)2 +
y2 log y






[(xy − 3y + 2)√xy − x(y − 2)− y
(x− 1)2(y − 1)(x− y) +
y3/2(
√
x(y − 2)−√y) log y
(y − 1)2(x− y)2
+
√
x[√y(3x2 − x3 − 2y) +
√







[ 3xy − x− y − 1
2(x− 1)2(y − 1)2 +
x2 log x
(x− 1)3(x− y) −
y2 log y






[(xy + x+ y − 3)√xy + 3xy − x− y − 1
















x+ y − 2xy
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x(x2 + (x− 2)y) log x
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y(y2 + (y − 2)x) log y
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